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1 Introduction
Black holes are the simplest and yet the most mysterious objects of general relativity that
are still far from being fully understood. Research in the theory of black holes has brought
to light strong hints of a very deep and fundamental relationship between thermodynamics,
gravitation and quantum theory. Although, full understanding of quantum description of
black hole spacetime is still lacking, however a lot of progress has been made in understand-
ing its thermodynamic properties using semi-classical approach. It has been long known
that black holes are thermal objects, possessing entropy and temperature, and can undergo
phase transitions like the typical thermodynamical systems in condensed matter physics [1].
For example, Schwarzschild black holes in asymptotically at space are thermodynamically
unstable, whereas asymptotically anti-de Sitter (AdS) ones can be in thermal equilibrium
with their own radiation.
The recent developments in string theory and in particular the gauge/gravity dual-
ity [2]{[4] have attracted a lot of interest in black hole solutions in AdS spaces. The idea
that the gauge/gravity duality can be potentially useful to understand strongly coupled
eld theory at nite temperature have generated a new and interesting eld of application
for these solutions. Various thermodynamic properties of AdS black holes have been worked
out and their interpretation in the dual boundary eld theory side have been given. For
instance, Hawking-Page phase transition [1] from AdS-Schwarzschild black hole to thermal
AdS is shown to be dual to the connement/deconnement transition in the boundary eld
theory [5]. The generalization to U(1) charged AdS black hole was done in [6, 7], where

















between small and large black holes was found in the xed charge ensemble. This was then
extended into other charged AdS black holes, in higher dimensions, with higher curvature
gravity (see [8]{[16]).
Apart from being theoretically important, there are a number of reasons to study
charged black holes in AdS spaces. From the gauge/gravity duality point of view, per-
haps, the most important reason is that they provide a natural way to introduce chemical
potential in the boundary system, which then can be used to model realistic strongly cou-
pled condensed matter systems through holography. In this regard, it will be of great
importance from practical view point if more exact analytic charged black hole solutions
can be obtained. In particular, it might be more useful if charged black hole solutions
can be obtained with additional parameters, as these additional parameters might provide
non-trivial physics in the boundary theory and can enhance our understanding of strongly
coupled systems.
On the other hand, Quasinormal modes (QNMs) describe the perturbations in the
surrounding geometry of a black hole. These are the solution of linearized wave equation
about the black hole background, subject to the boundary condition that they are ingoing
at the horizon. Since the perturbation can fall into a black hole and decay, the QNM
frequencies are complex. The real and imaginary part of the QNM frequencies describe
oscillation and damping time of the perturbation respectively and are uniquely characterize
by the black hole parameters. These QNMs are, therefore, believed to be the characteristic
sounds of black holes and could be potentially detected in the gravitational wave detector
in the near future. For review on this topic see [17]{[18].
Because of its astrophysical interest, QNMs in the asymptotically at and di-Sitter
black hole backgrounds have been extensively studied in the literature. However, with the
advent of gauge/gravity duality, the QNMs of AdS black holes have attracted a lot of at-
tention of late [19]. In [20], QNMs of the scalar eld perturbation in the AdS-Schwarzschild
black hole background were calculated and physical interpretation of these QNMs, as the
timescale to approach the thermal equilibrium, in dual boundary eld theory was given.
Similar analysis were then performed in RN-AdS background [21]{[24] as well as in higher
derivative AdS black hole background [25].
In the light of above discussion, it is a natural question to ask whether the dynamical
perturbation in the black hole background can probe its dierent thermal phases. Indeed,
appealing investigations have recently started concerning probing of black hole phase tran-
sition using QNMs. This question was rst addressed in [26], where they found that the
QNMs of electromagnetic perturbation show distinct behavior in the MTZ black hole with
scalar hair phase [27] compared to the vacuum topological black hole phase. Signature of
this phase transition in the QNMs was further established in [28], where QNMs of scalar
perturbation were studied. QNMs of electromagnetic and gravitational perturbations in
the backgrounds of charged topological/AdS black holes were studied in [29], which again
showed contrasting behavior in dierent black hole phases. See [30, 31] for similar discus-
sions on BTZ black hole phase transitions and [32, 33] for discussions on superconductor-
metal/insulator phase transitions. In [34], Scalar QNMs in RN-AdS black hole background,

















tern in small and large black hole phases | both for the isobaric and isothermal phase
transition processes. They clearly provided some evidence of the black hole phase tran-
sition in the QNMs behavior. However, there still remains few subtle issues in probing
\small-large" black hole phase transition through the scalar QNMs near the second order
critical point, which were not discussed in [34] and will be pointed out later in the text.
All the above mentioned work probing black hole phase transition through QNMs
concerned with Einstein gravity with only two derivative terms in the action. However,
it is also well known that higher derivative interaction terms can arise in the quantum
gravity corrections to classical general relativity or in the low energy eective action of the
string theory. In holography, higher derivative interaction terms are known to produce non-
trivial results in the bulk as well as in the eld theory. For example, a non-trivial relation
between the causality and viscosity bound for Gauss-Bonnet gravity was found in [35],
and in [36, 37] it was shown that ratio of the energy gap to the critical temperature in
holographic superconductors can be changed substantially by inclusion of higher derivative
terms. Another important reason to consider higher derivative terms is that they provide
extra tuneable coupling parameters in the system that might modify the physics non-
trivially. Therefore, one can naturally think of studying black hole thermodynamics and
quasinormal modes, and its implications on the dual boundary theory, in the presence of
higher derivative interaction terms. In this work we will undertake such an analysis.
We will consider a class of four derivative interaction terms, over and above the two
derivative Einstein-Maxwell terms, that couple U(1) gauge eld to spacetime curvature.
In general a large number of such terms can be consistently added, however, the action
can be considerably simplied by choosing particular linear combination of the coupling
constants [38, 39]. To be more precise here we will consider four derivative Weyl coupling
correction, see the next section for more detail, to Einstein-Maxwell action. In recent
years, the eects of this term have been thoroughly studied in literature. For example,
corrections to the diusion constant and conductivity due to Weyl coupling constant 
have been considered in [40, 41] and its eects in the process of holographic thermalization
were studied in [42].1
The aim of this work is fourfold. The rst will be to nd charged AdS black hole
solution with Weyl correction in general D spacetime dimensions. Since exact solution
is dicult to nd, here we will try to nd the solution perturbatively by treating the
Weyl coupling constant  as a small perturbative parameter. In four dimensions, linear
order solution in  was found in [43] and main purpose here is to nd the solution for all
spacetime dimensions. Our second aim is to nd the black hole solution in higher order in
 and show that the corrections due to higher order are small, and that the linear order
analysis is trustable.2 Here, we will explicitly calculate 2 corrected black hole solution.
Our third aim here is to calculate various thermodynamic variables and show that the rst
law of black hole thermodynamics is satised in Weyl corrected black holes in all spacetime
dimensions, not only at the leading order but also at the subleading order in . We will
1See also [44]{[47], for the discussion of Weyl coupling on other holographic studies.
2To our knowledge only the leading order corrections due to Weyl coupling have been obtained in the

















then study its thermodynamical properties in xed charged ensemble and will show the
existence of familiar analogous Van der Waals like phase transition in it i.e., rst order
phase transition line terminating at the second order critical point. And nally our fourth
aim here is to study the quasinormal modes of the massless scalar eld perturbation in
Weyl corrected black hole backgrounds. We will show that, here too, QNMs can be a good
measure to probe the black hole phase transition. However, certain subtleties near the
second order phase transition point will also be pointed out.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce the action and construct
the black hole solution up to linear order in . The black hole solution at next to leading
order is shown in appendix A. In section 3, we analyze the black hole thermodynamics
in detail and explain the resemblance with Van der Waals-Maxwell liquid-gas system. In
section 4, we numerically compute the quasinormal modes of the massless scalar eld
perturbation and relate to the black hole phase transition of section 3. We conclude by
summarizing our main results in section 5.
2 Black hole solution with Weyl correction
In this section, we rst introduce the action and then construct a black hole solution in
general D dimensions by solving Einstein-Maxwell equations in the presence of negative
cosmological constant. We consider D dimensional action in which gravity is coupled to




















Here,  is the negative cosmological constant related to AdS length scale L as  =  (D 
1)(D 2)=2L2, F is the eld strength tensor of U(1) gauge eld A and GD is the Newton
constant in D dimension. a1, a2 and a3 are the dimensionless coupling constants of four
derivative interaction terms between gauge eld and spacetime curvature tensor.
The above action can be greatly simplied if we consider a certain linear combination
of the four derivative coupling constants. Following [38, 39] and as elaborated in [42], we


















where,  represents the eective coupling for four derivative interaction terms and C
is the Weyl tensor which in D spacetime dimensions is given by,
C = R +
1
(D   2)(gR + gR   gR   gR)
+
1
(D   1)(D   2)(gg   gg)R: (2.3)

















Now by varying the action, we nd the equation of motion (EOM) for the gauge eld as
r(F   4L2CF) = 0: (2.4)
On the other hand, the Einstein equation reads
R   1
2
gR  (D   1)(D   2)
2L2
g   T = 0 ; (2.5)















F    3gRF F 
 rr(FF ) rr(FF ) + 2
D   2
























In the above equation, notations F 2 = FF
 and r2 = rr have been used.
Now, we will construct a black hole solution in D dimensions by solving eqs. (2.4)
and (2.5) simultaneously. A solution in four spacetime dimensions has been con-
structed [43], however, here we will construct a black hole solution in general D dimension.
We will concentrate on the horizon with spherical topology, as the horizon with planner
topology can be straightforwardly generalized. In order to solve eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), we
consider the following ansatz for the gauge eld and metric:
A = (r)dt : (2.7)





2D 2 is the metric on D   2 dimensional sphere.
The presence of  in Einstein and Maxwell equations make them extremely dicult
to solve exactly. Hence, we will try to solve them perturbatively in linear order in .
Form a string theory perspective, these higher derivative interaction terms are expected to
arise as quantum corrections to two derivative action, and therefore our assumption seems
reasonable. In order to further justify the perturbative analysis, in appendix A, we will
solve the Einstein and Maxwell equations in next to leading order in . There we will
explicitly show that, for small values of , the 2 corrections are small and that the leading
order analysis is trustworthy.
With this assumption in mind, we now proceed to nd gauge eld and metric in leading
order in . For this purpose, we consider the following ansatz for (r), (r) and f(r)
(r) = 0(r) + 1(r);






















where 0(r), 0(r) and f0(r) are the zeroth order solutions representing a Reissner-












0(r) = 0 ;









here rh is the radius of the event horizon and m is an integration constant related to the
ADM mass (M) of the black hole, to be examined in detail in the next section. The other
integration constant q is related to the total charge Q of the black hole.
In eq. (2.9): 1(r), 1(r) and F1(r) are the linear order corrections. Expressions for
these quantities can be obtained by solving eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) while keeping the terms up
to linear order in . We nd the solution of these correction terms as,







2(7D2   30D + 31)p2(D   2)(D   3)3
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where k1, k2, k3 and k4 are dimensionless integration constants. These constants can
be determined by imposing certain constrains [38]. For example, near the asymptotic
boundary r !1, the metric behave as
ds2jr!1 =  (fe 2)1dt2 + r2(d2 + sin2  d2): (2.14)
where, (fe 2)1 = limr!1 f(r)e 2(r). The metric in eq. (2.14) represents the background
metric where the dual boundary theory lives. In order to x the speed of light to unity in
the boundary theory, we demand that (fe 2)1 = r
2
L2
, which in turn gives k2 = 0.
Similarly, in order to determine k4 we impose the constraint that the charge density
q remains unchanged. Note that, we can recast the Maxwell equation (2.4) in the form
rX = 0, where X is an antisymmetric tensor. Hence, the dual of (X)1:::D 2 , where

















this constant to be the xed charge density q, i.e., (X)1:::D 2 = q. Since the quantity
(X)1:::D 2 does not depend on radial coordinate r, we demand
lim
r!1 (X)1:::D 2 = q: (2.15)
On the other hand, computation of this quantity in the r !1 limit gives,
lim











where !D 2 is the volume of the unit (D   2) sphere. A comparison of equations (2.15)
and (2.16) yields, k4 = 0.
The constant k3 can be determined by demanding (r) to be vanished at the horizon.
This is imposed to have a well dened one-form for the gauge eld. After imposing
(rh) = 0, we get
k3 =  2(7D
2   30D + 31)p2(D   2)(D   3)3









Similarly, the remaining constant k1 can be determined by xing the position of the
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Now we have determined all the constants. Below we write down the nal expressions for
1(r), 1(r) and F1(r) for completeness,
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F1(r) = (D   3)
2
(3D   7)(D   1)f0(r)
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where  is the surface gravity.
Before proceeding, a word about the next to leading order corrections to metric and
gauge eld is in order. Above we have explicitly shown how to calculate linear order correc-
tions to metric and gauge eld, due to Weyl coupling, perturbatively by solving Einstein and
Maxwell equations at linear order in . This perturbative analysis can in principle be gen-
eralized to calculate higher order corrections. However, this will amount to solve Einstein
and Maxwell equations at higher order in  which is a daunting task. Nevertheless, using
the perturbative analysis we are able to solve them at next to leading order. In appendix
A, we have explicitly calculated metric and gauge eld corrections at order 2. There,
we have shown the calculation only for four dimensions but our analysis can be straight-
forwardly extended to higher dimensions. In subsequent sections, when we will discuss
black hole thermodynamics and QNMs, we will consider only those values of  for which
2 corrections are small and do not change the leading order analysis signicantly. Small
corrections at 2 order will further justify and substantiate our results at the leading order.
3 Black hole thermodynamics with Weyl correction
We now proceed to study thermodynamics of the linear order D dimensional Weyl corrected
black hole geometry obtained in the last section. For this purpose, we rst need to construct

































  (D   3)
2q2
(3D   7)(D   1)r3D 7h

(3.2)
Here,  = 1T is the inverse temperature and we have set AdS radius L = 1. We will use
this unit throughout the paper. It can be seen from the 1st term of eq. (3.2) that the
on-shell action is diverging in the r !1 limit. In order to remove this divergent part we
add Gibbons-Hawking (GW) and counter term(CT) at the boundary [48].3 The standard
forms of these quantities are





3In [49], it was shown that the terms in eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) can also be derived from the addition of a
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(3.4)
Here,  is the induced metric on the boundary and  is the trace of the extrinsic curvature.
RD 1 is the Ricci scalar constructed from D   1 dimensional boundary metric and Rab
is the corresponding Ricci Tensor. With these additional terms the total action STotal =



















(3D   7)(D   1)r3D 7h

(3.5)
For odd number of dimensions there also appears a constant Casimir energy term which
we have neglected here, as this term is immaterial for the discussion of black hole thermo-
dynamics. We will identify STotal times the temperature, using the gauge/gravity duality,
as the free energy of the system.
3.1 First law of Weyl corrected black hole thermodynamics
In this section, we will establish the rst law of black hole thermodynamics for linear
order Weyl corrected black hole geometry constructed in the previous section. In [43], we
had veried rst law in four dimensions and the main aim of this section is to show that
this law is satised in all dimensions. In appendix A, we will go a step further and show
that the rst law of thermodynamics is also satised in next to leading order. In order
to establish the rst law, we rst need to calculate the mass of the black hole. For this
purpose, we use Ashtekar-Magnon-Das (AMD) prescription4 which gives a mechanism to
calculate conserved quantity C[K] in an asymptotically AdS spacetime associated with a






Here K is the conformal killing vector eld, ~ = 
D 3~n~n ~C, ~C is the Weyl
tensor constructed from ~ds2 = 
2ds2 with 
 = 1=r and ~n is the unit normal vector. d ~
is the D   2 dimensional area element of the transverse section of the AdS boundary. For
a timelike killing vector, we get the following form for the conserved mass







4For detail analysis, we refer readers to [50].
5For higher derivative theories, one should instead use the formalism of [51] to calculate conserved
charges in asymptotically AdS spaces. However, in appendix B, we will show that these two formalism

















substituting the form of ~Ct 
t
 and converting back to r = 1=
 coordinate, we get the
following form for the black hole mass M,





























gtt = f0(r)(1 + F1(r))e 21(r); grr = f0(r)(1 + F1(r))
and 0 denotes the derivative with respect to r. Now, substituting the forms of f0(r), F1(r)






















(3D   7)(D   1)r3D 7h

From eq. (3.9), we note that the expression of M in  = 0 limit reduces to that of stan-
dard ADM mass of RN-AdS black hole in D dimensions. Now, we proceed to calculate
the entropy of the black hole. For higher derivative gravity, one need to calculate Wald









Here h is the determinant of the matrix of D   2 dimensional killing horizon, L is the
Lagrangian and  is the binormal killing vector normalized by "
" =  2. For our
system (eq. (2.2)), we get
























(D   2)(D   3)2
(D   1) (3.11)
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Finally, we get the Gibbs free energy as,
G = M   TSWald  Q = !D 2
16GD






























Figure 1.  as a function of horizon radius for  = 0:001 in four dimensions. Red, green, blue,



















(3D   7)(D   1)r3D 7h

(3.13)
which is nothing but G = STotal=. This essentially implies that the rst law black hole
thermodynamics is satised in all dimensions for the linear order Weyl corrected geometry.
3.2 Thermodynamics
After establishing the 1st law of black hole thermodynamics for Weyl corrected black
hole geometry now, in this section, we proceed to discuss its thermodynamic properties.
Here, we will mostly focus on the xed charged ensemble, as this is the ensemble which
exhibits many interesting features. Similar study for the xed potential ensemble can be
straightforwardly generalized, but we will not discuss it here.
Let us rst note the expression of Helmholtz free energy at the leading order in :













(2D2   7D + 9)
(D   1)rD 1h
  (D   3)(8D
2   31D + 29)q2





Below, for computational purposes, we set !D 2 = 1.
Based on eqs. (2.22) and (3.14), we will discuss the phase structure of Weyl corrected
black hole geometries. Let us rst consider the thermodynamics in D = 4 dimension. The
inuence of charge on the phase structure for a xed  = 0:001 is shown in gure 1, where
variation of inverse Hawking temperature with respect to horizon radius is plotted. Here









Apparently, the phase structure is similar to that of the RN-AdS black hole. For small value
of q, say q = 1=10, there exist three black hole branches. Two of these branches, which occur
at small and large black hole radii, have negative slope and are stable. Where as the other




























Figure 2. Free energy as a function of temperature for  = 0:001 in four dimensions. Red, green,









The presence of two stable black hole branches which are connected by a unstable
intermediate branch suggests a possible rst order phase transition from a small black hole
to a large black hole as we increase the temperature. This is indeed the case as can be seen
from gure 2, where free energy as a function of temperature is plotted. Here, we have
used the same coding as in gure 1. The swallow tail like behavior of the free energy, which
is a characteristic feature of rst order phase transition, is apparent for q = 1=10. A black
vertical line, whose upper point terminates at the kink of the swallow tail, indicates the
critical temperature (T) where free energy of the large black hole becomes smaller than
the small black hole. For  = 0:001 and q = 1=10, we nd T ' 0:283.
However, the scenario changes as we increase the values of q. With increase in q, the
structure of swallow tail start decreasing in size and completely disappear above a certain
critical charge qc. At qc, the small and the large black hole merge into one and forms a
single black hole which is stable at all the temperatures. This can be seen from cyan curve
of gures 1 and 2 where q = 1=6 is considered. We see that black holes endowed with
dierent q0s have dierent free energy behavior. For small q, there is an unstable black
hole interpolating between stable small and stable large black hole whereas for larger q0s
this situation is absent.
Also, We nd that the specic heat at constant charge dened by
Cq = T (@SWald=@T )
diverges at qc. The divergence of Cq implies that the phase transition at qc is of second
order. Therefore, our whole analysis indicate a line of rst order phase transition between
black holes of dierent sizes which terminates at the second order critical point. This is
analogous to the classic Van der Waals liquid-gas phase transition in black holes which
was rst discovered in [6]. In order to nd the critical exponent of Cq, we perform a series
expansion of T (SWald) at q = qc. After a little bit of algebra, we nd that






















Numerical results for qc at order 
 D=4 D=5 D=6 D=7
0 0.1667 0.0861 0.0571 0.0424
0:0001 0.1663 0.0858 0.0568 0.0421
0:001 0.1628 0.0835 0.0546 0.0399
0:002 0.1592 0.0811 0.0524 0.0377
0:003 0.1559 0.0789 0.0505 0.0359
0:004 0.1528 0.0769 0.0487 0.0343
0:005 0.1498 0.0750 0.0472 0.0329
Numerical results for qc at order 
2
 D=4 D=5 D=6 D=7
0 0.1667 0.0861 0.0571 0.0424
0:0001 0.1663 0.0858 0.0568 0.0421
0:001 0.1626 0.0833 0.0543 0.0395
0:002 0.1585 0.0806 0.0512 0.0363
0:003 0.1544 0.0778 0.0485 0.0333
0:004 0.1503 0.0749 0.0455 0.0306
0:005 0.1463 0.0721 0.0428 0.0279
Table 1. Numerical results for qc for dierent values of the Weyl coupling  and spacetime dimen-
sion D. Top and bottom part of the table show results for qc at  and 
2 order respectively.
which shows that the critical exponent of the specic heat in our Weyl corrected black hole
geometry is same as in RN-AdS black hole case.
Now a word regarding the dependence of qc on  is in order. In order to nd qc, we note
that qc denes an inection point in the    rh plane. Therefore, at this point, following
















By solving eq. (3.16), we can nd qc and critical horizon radius r
c
h. However, due to
complicated nature of our black hole geometry, we nd it hard to get the analytical result.
Nevertheless, it is straightforward to solve them numerically. In table 1, we have shown
numerical results for qc for dierent values of . We nd that higher value of  reduces
the magnitude of qc. It shows that higher value of  makes the line of rst order phase
transition between black holes of dierent sizes shorter. Of course in the  ! 0 limit, we
get back qc for RN-AdS black hole.
In order to justify and further validate our result for qc at linear order in , it will be use-


























Figure 3.  as a function of horizon radius for q = 0:15 in four dimensions. Red, green, blue and
brown curves correspond to  = 0:001, 0:002, 0:003 and 0:005 respectively.









Figure 4. Free energy as a function of temperature for q = 0:15 in four dimensions. Red, green,
blue and brown curves correspond to  = 0:001, 0:002, 0:003 and 0:005 respectively.
into account. In table 1, we have provided results for qc at 
2 order. We see that deviation
of qc from leading order is at third decimal or, at most, is at second decimal place. These
small corrections at 2 order further justify and substantiate our perturbative analysis at
the leading order. In the next section, we will also show that even the QNMs of scalar eld
perturbation do not change signicantly when 2 order corrections are taken into account.
To complete our analysis for four dimensions, in gures 3 and 4, we have shown  vs
rh and F vs T plots for xed q = 0:15. Here red, green, blue and cyan curves correspond
to =0:001, 0:002, 0:003 and 0:005 respectively. For small value of , say  = 0:002, we
again nd rst order like phase transition which disappears at higher values. This is again
consistent with our earlier ndings and also suggests that for a xed q,  can equivalently
control the nature of the black hole phase transition.
Having thoroughly studied the phase structure of Weyl corrected black hole geometry


























Figure 5. Free energy as a function of temperature for q = 1=20 and  = 0:001 in various
dimensions. Red, green, blue and brown curves correspond to D = 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.









Figure 6. Free energy as a function of temperature for q = 1=20 and  = 0:004 in various
dimensions. Red, green, blue and brown curves correspond to D = 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.
shown in gures 5 and 6, where free energy as a function of temperature, for two dierent
values of , is shown for higher spacetime dimensions. Here we choose q = 1=20 with red,
green, blue and brown curves correspond to D=4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.
We nd that the overall phase structure of Weyl corrected black hole in higher dimen-
sions is identical to that of the four dimension. We again nd qc below which rst order
phase transition from small to large black hole takes place as we increase the temperature.
However, the magnitude of qc decreases as we increase the number of spacetime dimensions.
This can be see from gure 5 where for D = 7 we do not nd swallow tail structure in
free energy, as opposed to D < 7. As in four dimensions, here again, qc decreases with .
An overall dependence of qc on the number of spacetime dimensions is shown in table 1.
Moreover, in table 1, we have also presented results with 2 corrections. We again nd
only small change in the magnitude of qc when 

















4 Scalar perturbation, QNMs and phase transition
In this section, we will study the dynamics of massless scalar eld perturbation in the
background geometry of Weyl corrected black hole in various dimensions. We will work
in the probe limit, where backreaction of scalar eld on the background geometry will be
neglected. The main aim of this section is to see whether the signature of thermodynamical
phase transition of Weyl corrected black hole, explored in the previous section, can be
reected in the quasinormal modes of massless scalar eld.
We start with the Klein-Gordon equation
@
hp g@	i = 0
writing 	 =  (r)e i!tY [; ] and using eq. (2.8), we get













  l(l +D   3)
r2f(r)

 (r) = 0 (4.1)
We need to solve eq. (4.1) with proper boundary conditions. One natural choice is to
impose ingoing wave boundary condition at the horizon. This is mathematically equivalent
to requiring  / (r   rh) i!=4T . In order to impose this boundary condition, we use
 (r) =  (r)e
 i! R dr
f(r)e (r)
where, one can easily show that e
 i! R dr
f(r)e (r) approaches (r rh) i!=4T near the horizon.
We can now rewrite eq. (4.1) as

















l(l +D   3)
r2f(r)

 (r) = 0 (4.2)
We impose second boundary condition at the asymptotic boundary r ! 1, where we
demand  (r ! 1) = 0. With these boundary conditions, we numerically solve eq. (4.2)
and nd frequencies of the quasinormal modes. For numerical calculations we use the
shooting method.6
In gure 7, we have shown the variation of real and imaginary part of the quasinormal
frequencies, with  = 0:001 and l = 0, for dierent temperatures in the small black hole
phase.7 Here red, green and blue curves correspond to q= 1=10, 1=9 and 1=8 respectively.
The black arrow indicates the direction of increase of black hole temperature (or rh) and
points S1 indicate temperature just below the critical temperature T. We see that with
increase in temperature the Re(!) decreases, whereas the absolute value of Im(!) increases.
This implies that slope in the Re(!)-Im(!) plane is negative.
6A Mathematica code is available upon request.
7Quasinormal modes for various perturbations in small Schwarzschild Anti-de Sitter black hole were



























Figure 7. QNMs in the small black hole phase. Here  = 0:001 and red, green and blue curves
correspond to q=1=10, 1=9 and 1=8 respectively. The black arrow indicates the direction of increase











Figure 8. QNMs in the large black hole phase. here  = 0:001 and red, green and blue curves
correspond to q=1=10, 1=9 and 1=8 respectively. The black arrow indicates the direction of increase
of black hole horizon radius.
However, the nature of quasinormal modes changes completely in the large black hole
phase. This is shown in gure 8, where slope in the Re(!)-Im(!) plane is now positive.
Here, same color coding as in gure 7 have been used and points L1 indicate temperature
just above T. We see that here, as contrast to small black hole phase, with increase in
temperature both Re(!) and absolute value of Im(!) increases. It shows that dynamical
perturbation of massless scalar eld around black hole horizon does behave dierently in
dierent black hole phases, and therefore, corresponding quasinormal frequencies can be a
good measure to probe dierent phases of the black hole.
In table 2, we have shown numerical values of the quasinormal frequencies. The left
part, the middle part and right part of the table correspond to q = 1=10, q = 1=9 and





















































Table 2. Numerical results for quasinormal modes in D = 4 for  = 0:001. The left part of the
table corresponds to q = 1=10, middle part corresponds to q = 1=9 and the right part corresponds
q = 1=8. In all cases the lower part, below the horizontal line, is for the large black hole phase,
while the upper part is for the small black hole phase.
black hole phase, while the upper part is for small black hole phase. We nd that as we
decrease rh in small black hole phase the Re(!) increases whereas the absolute value of
Im(!) decreases.8 For large black hole phase temperature increases with rh. In this phase
both Re(!) and absolute value of Im(!) increases with rh. One can clearly observe change
in the pattern of ! near the critical temperature.
8The decrease in Im(!) as we decrease rh is expected on the general ground, since the absorption of
the scalar eld is caused by presence of the black hole horizon. Therefore as we decrease horizon radius we




























Figure 9. QNMs for small black hole with  = 0:001 and q=1=7. The black arrow indicates the
direction of increase of black hole horizon radius. The brown dot indicates temperature just below
the critical temperature.
L1









Figure 10. QNMs for large black hole with  = 0:001 and q=1=7. The black arrow indicates the
direction of increase of black hole horizon radius. The brown dot indicates temperature just above
the critical temperature.
The contrasting nature of the quasinormal modes in small and large black hole phases
does illustrate its eectiveness to probe the black hole phase transition. However, there is
one subtle point which needs to be mentioned. We nd that as q approaches the second
order critical point qc, quasinormal modes are not as much eective to probe the black
hole phase transition as in the case when q  qc. This is shown in gures 9 and 10,
where we clearly see that for q = 1=7, Re(!)-Im(!) plane does not show dierent slope in
small and large black hole phases near the critical temperature. The quasinormal modes
in large black hole phase continues to have same characteristic feature as in the previous
case, however now, in small black hole phase they have positive slope near the critical
temperature. Although, we do get negative slope (or change in slope) in small black hole
























Figure 11. QNMs for small black hole in D = 5 with  = 0:002. Red, green and blue curves
correspond to q=1=40, 1=35 and 1=30 respectively. The black arrow indicates the direction of








Figure 12. QNMs for large black hole in D = 5 with  = 0:002. Red, green and blue curves
correspond to q=1=40, 1=35 and 1=30 respectively. The black arrow indicates the direction of
increase of black hole horizon radius.
case too, which corresponds to RN-AdS black hole, and therefore are not special to Weyl
corrected black holes.9
In the light of above discussion an important question which naturally arises is to nd
a condition which allows quasinormal modes to eectively probe the phase transition. Cur-
rently we don't have any concrete answer for this condition. However, from our preliminary
analysis, it appears to us that the condition should be related to separation between rhL1
and rhS1 . For example, we see that as q approaches qc the distance rhL1   rhS1 decreases
and becomes zero at qc. In order for quasinormal modes to eectively probe the phase tran-
sition one would physically expect that some conditions like rhL1   rhS1 > Abs[!] should



























Figure 13. QNMs for small black hole in D = 6 with  = 0:002. Red, green and blue curves
correspond to q=1=100, 1=85 and 1=75 respectively. The black arrow indicates the direction of
increase of black hole horizon radius.










Figure 14. QNMs for large black hole in D = 6 with  = 0:002. Red, green and blue curves
correspond to q=1=100, 1=85 and 1=75 respectively. The black arrow indicates the direction of
increase of black hole horizon radius.
satisfy. Numerically, we checked that in our system if the condition





is satised then quasinormal modes do show dierent slope in small and large black hole
phases.10 Here, !jrhS1 (!jrhL1 ) are ! values evaluated at rh = rhS1 (rhL1 ). We have checked
the criteria of eq. (4.3) for several values of  and q (provided it is less than qc) and
found consistent results. However, apart from this numerical analysis we do not have
any substantial justication of eq. (4.3) and therefore more detailed and careful study of
quasinormal modes near the second order critical point is required.



























































Table 3. Numerical results for quasinormal modes in D = 5 for  = 0:002. The left part of the
table corresponds to q = 1=40, middle part corresponds to q = 1=35 and the right part corresponds
q = 1=30. In all cases the lower part, below the horizontal line, is for the large black hole phase,



























































Table 4. Numerical results for quasinormal modes in D = 6 for  = 0:002. The left part of the
table corresponds to q = 1=100, middle part corresponds to q = 1=85 and the right part corresponds
q = 1=75. In all cases the lower part, below the horizontal line, is for the large black hole phase,

















Now, we move on to discuss quasinormal modes for higher dimensional black holes. The
results are shown in gures 11{14. The overall characteristic features of the quasinormal
modes are found to be same as in the four dimensions, and therefore we will be very brief
here. We again found change in the slope of quasinormal modes (as long as we are away from
the critical charge) as we decrease the temperature below the critical temperature. The
numerical values of the quasinormal modes are given in table 3 and 4, where dependence of
quasinormal modes on charge and spacetime dimensions are established. We found that, for
xed (q,  and rh), as we increase the number of spacetime dimensions the Re(!) increases
whereas the absolute value of Im(!) decreases. It implies that for xed  and q, the
damping time ( / 1=Im(!)) increases with dimensions. According to the gauge/gravity
duality, this means that in higher dimensions, it will take more time for the quasinormal
ringing to settle down to the thermal equilibrium.
5 Conclusions
In this section, we summarize the main results of our work. We have studied thermody-
namics and quasinormal modes of scalar eld perturbation for D dimensional charged black
hole in the presence of Weyl coupling. We started with AdS gravity which couples to the
gauge eld through two and four derivative interaction terms. We treated coecient  of
four derivative interaction term as a perturbative parameter and solved Einstein-Maxwell
equations order by order in . We rst explicitly constructed charged black hole solution
in D dimensions at linear order in  and further outlined the necessary steps for black hole
solution at 2 order (in appendix A).
We then used the black hole solution to construct various thermodynamic quantities
and showed that the rst law of black hole thermodynamics is satised in all spacetime
dimensions, not just at the leading order but also at the subleading order in . Then, we
studied black hole thermodynamics in the xed charge ensemble and found the analogous
Van der Waals liquid-gas type phase transition in it. We found a line of rst order phase
transition between small and large black hole phases which terminates at the second order
critical point. We also established the dependence of critical charge on  and showed
that  can be a control parameter which can tune the order of the phase transition. We
then explicitly showed that the our linear order analysis is trustable as nonlinear order
corrections are small.
We then reexamined the argument of QNMs could be a probe of the black hole phase
transition in our Weyl corrected black hole geometry. We determined the QNMs of mass-
less scalar eld perturbation around small and large black hole phases, and found that
QNMs changes dierently in small and large black hole phases as we increase the horizon
radius. Our results strengthen the claim made in [26]{[33] that the QNMs can be used as a
dynamical tool to probe the black hole phase transition. However, we have also highlighted
some issues near the second order critical point where QNMs are not as much as eective
to probe the phase transition as away from the critical point, and therefore, more detailed
and careful study of QNMs near the critical point is called for.

















We conclude here by pointing out some problems which would be interesting to in-
vestigate in the future. It would be interesting to analyze the QNMs of eletromagnetic
and gravitational perturbation in our system. However, since eletromagnetic and gravita-
tional perturbation will source other components of the gauge eld and metric, their QNMs
calculation might be substantially more complicated. We leave this issue for a future work.
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A Black hole solution with 2 correction
Here, we present the details of our calculations for correction in metric and gauge eld
at 2 order. We present the calculations only for four dimensions as the calculations for
higher dimensions can be straightforwardly generalized. We start with the following ansatz
for (r), (r) and f(r)
(r) = 0(r) + 1(r) + 
22(r);




1 + F1(r) + 2F2(r)

(A.1)
The forms of zeroth order solution ( 0(r), 0(r) and f0(r)) and the rst order solution
(1(r), 1(r) and F1(r)) are obtained in section 2. The aim of this appendix is solve
Einstein and Maxwell equations at 2 order and nd the forms of second order solutions i.e
2(r), 2(r) and F2(r). The Maxwell and the (tt), (rr) components of Einstein equations
at order 2 give solution for 2(r), 2(r) and F2(r) as



































































where C1, C2, C3 and C4 are dimensionless integration constants. These constants can
again be determined by imposing similar constrains as in section 2. We omit the interme-

































Figure 15. Comparison between free energy at order  (dotted red) with free energy at order 2
(dashed green). Here  = 0:001 and q = 1=10.









Figure 16. Comparison between free energy at order  (dotted red) with free energy at order 2
























































































































































q = 1=6,  = 0:001
rh ! (with ) ! (with 
2)
0.6 2.38326 - 1.61749 I 2.38334 - 1.61749 I
0.8 2.56044 - 2.15069 I 2.56047 - 2.15069 I
1.0 2.78126 - 2.68328 I 2.78128 - 2.68328 I
1.5 3.45627 - 4.01266 I 3.45628 - 4.01266 I
2.0 4.23132 - 5.34181 I 4.23132 - 5.34181 I
3.0 5.91476 - 8.00177 I 5.91476 - 8.00177 I
q = 1=20,  = 0:002
rh ! (with ) ! (with 
2)
0.6 2.42728 - 1.58306 I 2.42731 - 1.58305 I
0.8 2.58534 - 2.13225 I 2.58535 - 2.13225 I
1.0 2.79670 - 2.67230 I 2.79671 - 2.67230 I
1.5 3.46219 - 4.00870 I 3.46219 - 4.00870 I
2.0 4.23412 - 5.33999 I 4.23412 - 5.33999 I
3.0 5.91567 - 8.00119 I 5.91567 - 8.00119 I
Table 5. Comparison between quasinormal modes at the order  with order 2. The left table
corresponds to (q = 1=6,  = 0:001) and the right table corresponds (q = 1=20,  = 0:002).
Using the methodology given in section 3, one can easily compute the black hole mass
M , Wald entropy S and potential  at 2 order. From these we can calculate total on-shell











































































































































We can again see that G = STotal= even at 
2 order. It implies that the rst law

















In gures 15 and 16, Helmholtz free energy at order  and at order 2 are plotted. We see
that corrections due to 2 order are indeed very small, which again crudely justies our
choice of \smallness" of the values of  and the validity of the linear order expansion used
in our calculations.
In a similar manner, QNMs at order 2 show very small change in magnitude
compared to the QNMs at order . This is shown in table 5, where we see that change
in the QNM value occurs at fourth or fth decimal place when 2 correction is taken into
account. snfcjksdvfnk nvjk
B AMD mass for higher derivative gravity
In this appendix, we show that one can use AMD prescription to calculate conserved
charges in our Weyl corrected models.
In [51], it was shown that the denition of conserved charges in AdS spaces based on
the conformal completion technique of [50] should be modied in higher derivative theories.
Here, we will briey mention the silent features of this paper and refer the reader to [51]
for detail analysis, denitions of various tensors and notations (which are dierent form
the notations that we have used throughout this paper). The main idea of [51] is that
one should impose an additional condition on Ricci tensor on the top of Weyl tensor to
consistently dene AdS boundary in higher derivative theories. For a gravity theory with
gravitational eld equation of the form
E
(g)
ab = 8GDTab (B.1)
















In general, the leading fall o of (r[ePa]b)n^en^ba is of the order 
D 3 and therefore one can
use eq. (B.2) to construct conserved charges. Similar to Einstein gravity, eq. (B.2) will gives
a conservation equation in higher derivative theories if the left hand side of it can be written
into a form of divergence of some vector at the boundary. Indeed using this equation, [51]
has shown that for f(R) and quadratic curvature gravity the conserved charges can again
be expressed as an electric part of the Weyl tensor but with multiplication factor that
depends on the the form of the action. For our model in eq. (2.2), by computing Pab, we
























here, we have used the fact that the nonlinear terms in Riemann tensor and gauge eld
strength tensor fall o faster than 
D 3 and hence does not make a contribution in
eq. (B.4). Now, using eq. (B.2) we can obtain a conservation law at the boundary as
D^c("^cd
d) =  8GD(D   3)abn^ab (B.5)







which is of the same form as eq. (3.6), that we have used to calculate black hole mass
in section 3. Therefore, denition of conserved charge in higher derivative theory [51]
coincides with AMD denition in our model.
Here, we also like to give another argument which may justify the correctness of our
black hole mass expression. The Weyl term in our model is covariant and falls in the covari-
ant gravity denition of Wald. Therefore, one would physically expect that the rst law of
black hole thermodynamic should be satised here. Considering this point and equating the
free energy expression (calculated separately from on-shell action without using any con-
served charge prescription) to M TSWald Q, will provide another denition of M . Sub-
stituting the forms of T , SWald, Q and  one can obtained the expression of M and, for our
model, one can explicitly check that this matches with the result from AMD prescription.
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